In 1979, I first met Mark Thiemens during his postdoctoral years at the University of Chicago taking his first steps with the enigmatic issues raised by the isotopic compositions of solar system materials, such as meteorites and lunar samples. Working in Robert Clayton's laboratory, he attempted to solve a newly found problem at that time, i.e., did the secular change with time of the nitrogen isotopic composition in lunar soils reflect solar wind variations or changes in the mixing proportions of lunar and solar nitrogen? He consequently performed one of the first analytical determinations of the nitrogen isotopic compositions in ordinary chondrites to better define the "planetary" component.
This question has now yielded more general studies, having still profound implications with Mark's works on oxygen isotopes, namely: How are the known oxygen isotopic anomalies of meteorites, once thought to be nuclear, produced. This is also linked to the broader question of interpreting the isotopic compositions of the volatile elements in planetary atmospheres or in meteorites and does it reflect that of the Sun. In other terms, to what extent was the gaseous phase of the solar system homogeneous through the entire protosolar disk but only altered in solids by chemical or physical processes. This question originally raised by Mark Thiemens and a few other colleagues, is not yet solved and has triggered numerous studies in our community.
In Chicago, he also branched out and published his first paper on the origin of oxygen in Earth's early atmosphere, suggesting that chemical kinetic approaches potentially can lead to more interpretations than the thermodynamic approaches.
Mark Thiemens was hired in 1980 by the Department of Chemistry at UC San Diego as a replacement for Leonard medalist Hans Suess. Consequently, he inherited the old mass spectrometer that Harold Urey, also a Leonard medalist, brought to San Diego when he left Chicago. Following his curiosity stimulated by the observation of the oxygen isotope anomalies and the possibility that they might be chemical, he modified this instrument to allow the measurement of all three stable isotopes of oxygen. And as Louis Pasteur said, "Chance favors only the prepared mind." His first experiments at La Jolla were specifically focused upon testing the nuclear assumption for meteorite oxygen anomalies.
With his first experiments, he and his first student John Heidenreich published a paper in Science (1983) that showed that in the formation of ozone, a mass independent isotopic fractionation occurred which mimics that observed in the refractory inclusions in carbonaceous chondrites. For the first time, the dogma that isotopic fractionation can only follow the "law of masses" was undermined experimentally. In this seminal paper, he thus demonstrated that the so-called "oxygen anomalies" do not have to be nuclear and suggested that self-shielding in CO, as observed in interstellar molecular clouds, may be the source of the so-called oxygen isotopic anomalies. This interpretation is, at the present time, an interpretation for the origin of the oxygen isotopic anomalies in solar system materials. Interestingly, in the case of ozone, the exact physical origin of this isotope effect remains debated although more than 200 theoretical and experimental papers have been written on this subject. It is rare in our field, or any field, that a discovery triggers so many studies in several different scientific directions.
In numerous experiments over the decades, Mark has published papers on quantum mechanics and experimental evidence for the physical chemistry of the isotope effect. In spite of many theoretical and experimental groups around the world working on this, it remains an outstanding question in chemical physics. It is remarkable that cosmochemistry is at the origin of a discovery in fundamental chemical physics and is used in state of the art quantum chemical studies. The effect has been shown to be general in nature and a series of papers has shown that, in many situations, an isotopic anomaly is analytically resolvable in oxygen-bearing molecules. The anomaly is now used to trace the chemical pathways in gaseous reactions such as the present and past atmospheres of Earth, Mars, and the protosolar nebula. He has shown that this concept can be extended to sulfate mass independent isotopic variations in samples from the south pole, Greenland, and recently Mount Everest, to track the change of Earth's atmosphere over time and in response to global perturbations such as volcanic activity or changes in the oxidation capacity of the earth.
The work leads to a better understanding of planetary atmospheres, for example, in the analyses of Martian carbonates and sulfates. From understanding of the atmospheric chemical cycle of ozone and Earth's upper atmosphere, Mark and his colleagues have been able to interpret the carbonates in Martian meteorites and to show the signature of water and ozone at the surface of this planet.
Mark's work extended to sulfur where anomalous sulfur isotope effects were reported in Martian meteorites and also in the Earth's atmosphere. This led to his work with James Farquhar where the sulfur anomaly in the Archean was used to track the origin and evolution of oxygen and life using mass independently fractionated sulfur (MIF). This has led to a large community of scientists of multiple backgrounds using this discovery to better understand the origin and evolution of life and molecular oxygen in the atmosphere. The interpretation of the record has also required a much deeper understanding of photochemical isotope effects and he and his group have worked on the development and application of measurement techniques including laser and synchrotron sources, to measure and quantify the isotopic fractionation of molecules across relevant wavelengths for CO, N 2 , SO 2 , H 2 S, N 2 O, and O 3 .
In summary, Mark Thiemens's work might be characterized as the identification and experimental development of a new physical phenomenon which has profound applications in understanding natural processes. Here, the discovery of a fundamental physical effect is intimately mixed with its numerous applications and, in order to show the exceptional scientific potential of this breakthrough, it should be underlined that multifaceted developments are still in progress by the chemical physics and by the geo(cosmo) chemical scientific communities.
Mark Thiemens's nomination is supported by many senior members of our Society, by three previous Leonard medalists, a former president of our Meteoritical Society, a member of the National Academy, a fellow of the Royal Society, and a Nobel Prize winner. This is quite exceptional.
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